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Abstract. This research paper uses a brand new popular model to resolve users' side issues 

within the recommendation process. the primary cold problem occurs when the target user 

doesn't have a rating history within the system. Today, the recommendation system has 

been utilized in various fields. However, they still suffer from various ailments, including 

cold sores and sparsity problems. The aim of the model is to recommend the highest five 

items to the user and therefore the performance of the model is evaluated.  
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1 Introduction 

Recommendation systems aim to capture users‟ interests supported various sorts of clues and 

help users discover new items [1]. “The recommender system enhances access and leads to 

recommend appropriate items to users by visible the users raised choice and objective 

behaviours” [2]. Nowadays, every e-commerce companies try to use the facility of “RS”. It is 

the most significant think about e-commerce and a number of other applications; the RS utilizes 

machine learning techniques and tools to predict user‟s preference by utilizing their previous 

shopping information and selecting products among the tremendous amount of accessible items 

for the users[1] “Cold-start and scalability are common issues in recommendation systems. 

Cold-start occurs when the system doesn't have a record or rating history of the target user” [2]. 

The product within the repository keeps on updating. When a brand new product involves the 

repository, it cannot be recommended as there's no implicit or explicit information this product 

[3]. “This is often addressed as a cold-start problem within the literature. The cold-start problem 

may be a new-user cold-start problem where there's a brand new user and there's no information 

about the user or a new-product cold-start problem where there's a new product and there's no 

information about the product” [3][4]. 
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2 Popularity Based Recommendation System 

This type of "RS" may be a system designed to recommend the foremost popular products to 

the user. It checks for products that are in trend.[6] Generally, the most well-liked products will 

be found supported by several filters like user ratings, different locations, etc. “Popularity based 

recommender system doesn't suffer from a cold-start problem because they will even 

recommend the foremost popular product to each new user based on different filters” [7]. An 

"RS" supported popularity avoids the “cold-start" problem since it can recommend the foremost 

popular product to each new user-supported several filters.[6] No need for user history data. 

they'll recommend the identical products to all new users visiting the website at that point [5]. 

3 Literature Survey 

There are different approaches and techniques were developed by the researchers for effective 

product recommendations. John O’Donovan et. al.[6], they defined trust because the 

percentage of true predictions made by a profile normally or for a selected item. They've 

discussed some alternative ways to mix these distinct varieties of trust values into a typical 

popularity model algorithm, and they've compared them to a tried-and-true benchmark 

methodology and a typical data set. Schafer, J. Ben et al.[7] proposed demographic-based 

recommendation system. “This includes past buying behaviour together with their personal 

profile for predicting their future buying behaviour, the advantage of this approach is it will 

adapt to the various domains and different types of consumers”[7]. But the extraction of 

previous user buying behaviour may generate privacy issues. Unavailability of the historical 

data may create further issues. Jamali Mohsen, et. al.[8] presented the trust walker, “a random 

walk model that a trust-based and recognition model recommendation. A collaborative 

recommender system cannot offer recommendations for that user who merely gave ratings to a 

few products”[8]. The random navigation model enables us to quantify and define the 

recommendation's confidence. The Trust walker adds the trust-based and therefore the 

popularity model method of filtering to the advice. This model is troubling from the cold start 

issue and identification of the domain. Anand et al.[9] proposed “the metric method supported 

the user action history to alleviate the item-side cold-start problem”. Wang et al.[10] deployed 

information from a web shopping domain. They attempted to make a cross-domain system. 

supported the shared users within the system, they attempted to resolve cold-start problems. 

Heymann P, et al. [11] in this paper “Algorithms for recommending non-personal tags tend to 

duplicate the identical tags for some specific items i.e. always popular tags are recommended 

for all users” [11]. The customized recommendation completely avoids thunderstorms and all 

told cases, the foremost popular user history is provided. Hotho A., et al. [12] a personalised 

tag system like Adapted PageRank is an example. They transformed the well-known PageRank 

algorithm into a folksonomy challenge. 

4 Proposed Methodology  

The following steps are involved in building a “ popularity based recommendation system” (a) 

Download the specified data set: There are many datasets available on the web for building 



 

 

 

 

recommendations like the assistance reviews dataset, movie lens dataset, amazon 

ratings_Beauty[16]. This paper deals with the recognition recommender system. The dataset 

consists of 1048575 data set consisting of user-id, product-id, rating, and timestamp. I 

considered 60000 data set of total data set. (b) Create a “popularity-based model” and earn 

points: in a very popular-based recommendation system first, calculate what number of users 

have rated a product. within the next step, the code divides the database into a training database 

and a test database using an 80-20 scale. ”Stored the number of ratings cherish a respective 

product in an exceedingly very column and gave it index as “score”. The score described count 

of the rating users has rated to the particular product”[17]. Then it had been grouped in 

descending order with relevancy products and displayed the foremost popular products which 

had the best ratings which were then recommended to every user[18]. Product predictions are 

made based on popularity. (c) Recommendation. 

 

 

4.1 Proposed Algorithms  

1  Import the python libraries: Numpy, Pandas, MAtplotlib, sklearn  

2  Read the “CSV” information as data frames in user and products -ID.  

3  Find the minimum and maximum ratings  

4  Check the highest 10 users supported ratings 

5  Split the information into the training set and test set as data frame into the variables     

     rating and  rating test. 

6 Building Popularity Recommder model, Count of user_id for every unique product  

    as   recommendation score.  

7  Sort the products on recommendation score  

8  Use a popularity-based recommender model to create predictions  

9  RMSE is calculated to judge the accuracy of the model 

 



 

 

 

 

5 Experiment Setup and Results  

In order to hold out experiment implementation. I've got used a system 4GB RAM, 20GB disk 

and i3 processor with windows 10 software system[15], the software used are anaconda package 

manager and python software. Worked and results of this implementation Now, let us have a 

glance at our Python code output for the popularity based recommendation system. 

1  Import the python libraries: ex. Numpy, Pandas, MAtplotlib, sklearn  

2  Read the CSV information as data frames in user and product -ID. used real-world  

     amazon  Dataset: ratings_Beauty.csv 

 

 

3 Find the minimum and maximum ratings 

 Minimum rating is: 1 

 Maximum rating is: 5 
 

Check the distribution of the rating 



 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Check the top 10 users based on ratings 

 

5 Split whole data into the training set and test set as data frame into the variables  rating 

and rating test. Split whole data randomly into train and test datasets into  80:20 ratio 

train_data. 



 

 

 

 

 

6 Building Popularity Recommder model, Count of user_id for each unique  product as 

recommendation score. 

 
 

7 Sort the products on recommendation score 

 

8 Use popularity based recommender model to make predictions 

    Output: 



 

 

 

 

 

Since it's a Popularity recommender model, so, all three users are given identical 

recommendations. Here, we predict the products supported their popularity. it's not personalized 

to a selected user. it's a non-personalized recommender system. 

 

6 Evaluation  done  on  recommendation 

 
This model evaluated based on the metric RMSE.” It measures  the average magnitude of the 

error. It is calculated by taking the squared differences between the original values and  

predicated values” [13]. In this paper we adopt the evaluation measure recommendation system, 

the RMSE, which is defined as[13] 

  

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
∑ (𝑟𝑢𝑖−�̅�𝑢𝑖)2𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
   (1) 

 

Where   ‘n’ is the predictive value,  ‘ 𝑟𝑢𝑖’  is the real product rating[13]  ‘i’ given to the user 

‘u’ and  the   ‘   �̅�𝑢𝑖  ‘  is the subsequent predicted rating. The lower  RMSE value [14] indicated  

that the “RS” was more efficient than  the high value of this. RMSE is calculated to assess model 

accuracy. 

 

. RMSE   value   given   by   the   popularity   Recommender   model   was   0.44721. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

7 Result    and     discussion 

 
Firstly  tests are performed for PBRM (Popularity Based Recommendation Model)  on Amazon 

ratings_Beauty.csv dataset. RMSE value for PBRM as 0.44721.  The RMSE value for 

collaborative filtering by  KNN with means is  0.9951  and  SVD  is  0.9606.  The RSME  score 

of   PBRM is  better than CF and SVD.  

 

 

 
 

 

8 Conclusion   and   Future  scope 
 

This recommendation system will help new small-scale industry improve their customer 

experience on e-commerce and result in better customer acquisition and retention. the advice 

system, which we've designed relies on a brand new customer's journey from the instant they 

first visit the business website to their next purchase. Popularity-based could be a vast strategy 

to focus on the new users with the foremost popular products sold on e-commerce and is 

extremely useful to cold start a recommendation engine. Build Popularity Recommender model 

and located the RMSE value for Popularity Recommender model is 0.44721. It's a non-

personalized recommender system. Popularity based algorithm have their used cases when the 

user would similar to browse the foremost popular items. in the near future, the "RMSE" value 

of "PBRM" could be reduced and also the performance of this model could be improved. We 

hope this approach will improve the performance of our algorithm because our preliminary 

experiment has shown promising results. 
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